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top headlines
Hands-on learning 
High school students got to
 experience biomedical science
 hands-on at the 14th Annual
 Molecular Medicine in Action.

Cancer grant 
Two IU researchers have been
 awarded $3.2 million to develop
 and improve therapies for
 pancreatic cancer.

Effects of sequestration 
Sequestration will harm support for
 medical research and graduate
 medical education, says IUSM
 Dean D. Craig Brater.

editor’s picks
News to Use

Cardiology lectures 
The Krannert Institute of Cardiology
 will celebrate 50 years with a series
 of grand round presentations.

Grants

Research grants 
Nadia Carlesso is among the 18 IU
 School of Medicine faculty
 members to receive IU
 Collaborative Research Grants.

Opportunities

Evening of the Arts 

features of the week

story

Match Day

More than 300 fourth-year medical students
 at the IU School of Medicine recently
 participated in Match Day, a rite of passage
 where they learned where they will spend
 the next three to seven years in residency,
 the final phase of their training to practice
 medicine.

podcast

'Sound Medicine'
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Donated works of art are needed for
 the Evening of the Arts art auction,
 which supports the IUSM Student
 Outreach Clinic.

Kudos

Prestigious commission 
Jeffrey Rothenberg was selected to
 create and present an original work
 of art to former Indiana Senator
 Richard Lugar.

faculty & staff spotlight
International doctor prep 
Jennifer Custer has received the
 Sutton Award for contributions to
 study abroad programs.

student spotlight
Evansville scholarships 
IU School of Medicine-Evansville
 students have received more than
 $200,000 in scholarships.

This week's show introduces Zach Sobiech,
 a teenager with terminal osteosarcoma, a
 rare type of bone cancer, who is raising
 awareness for the disease through music.
 Other topics include hospital admission
 rates to measure quality of care, dangers of
 common painkillers and adult diabetes in
 children.

events & lectures

Academy of Teaching Scholars
 workshop series
03-27-2013

History of Medicine lecture
04-01-2013

Brater to present Women in
 Leadership lecture 
04-24-2013

IU School of Medicine Calendar
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